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Rethinking China-Russia-U.S.
Deterrence in Cyberspace
Dr. Lora Saalman, Director and Senior Researcher, China and Global Security Programme,
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI)

The nature and very existence of cyber deterrence remain under debate. This ThinkChina.dk
policy brief seeks to challenge key assumptions tied to cyber deterrence and to provide a
framework for how it is evolving among China, Russia, and the United States.
While incidents occurring in the nuclear domain indicate the inherent difficulty of these three
countries engaging in meaningful official exchange on mutual vulnerability and strategic
stability, cyberspace offers underappreciated levels of transparency and symmetry. These
elements of strategic stability may not just be present in cyberspace, but may also offer a
foundation for future exchanges. In doing so, setting up the basic groundwork of Chinese,
Russian, and U.S. terminology, technology, and targeting represents an essential first step for
better understanding how cyber deterrence operates.
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Rethinking China-Russia-U.S.
Deterrence in Cyberspace

interests and undermines its adversary’s
confidence in engaging in a pre-emptive
strike.2 This undermines the idea that
transparency is absent from cyberspace.
Attribution, or discovery, can be an advantage
when deterring one’s adversary.

Dr. Lora Saalman, Director and Senior Researcher,
China and Global Security Programme, SIPRI

Introduction
China’s People’s Liberation Army Rocket
Force, Russia’s Strategic Rocket Force, and
U.S. Strategic Command have lengthy
traditions of operationalizing nuclear
deterrence. Yet, the nature and very existence
of cyber deterrence remain under debate. At
its most basic level, deterrence is predicated
upon convincing an opponent not to engage in
a specific action, due to the costs outweighing
the benefits of such behavior. Analysis on
how other countries perceive this trade-off
requires a more nuanced evaluation of each
nation’s cyberspace calculations and
definitions. To this end, this essay seeks to
challenge key assumptions tied to cyber
deterrence and to provide a framework for
how it is evolving among China, Russia, and
the United States.

On symmetry, readily available malware and
hacking tactics have allowed a range of
countries to leverage cyber vulnerabilities of
adversaries that are stronger in conventional
and nuclear systems.3 This levelling of the
playing field confounds traditional
calculations of military dominance, by turning
digital strength and reliance into a weakness.
These trends undermine the argument that any
country can truly possess ‘cyber superiority’
(网络优势).4 In fact, overdependence on
cyberspace can be detrimental, exposing a
greater threat surface for one’s opponent to
leverage and attack. Even countries at an
asymmetrical disadvantage like North Korea
have demonstrated cyber capabilities that
indicate much greater prowess than might
otherwise be assumed.5 Much like guerrilla
warfare, they have an enhanced ability to
conduct operations that exploit the broader
threat surface of their adversary.

Transparency and Symmetry
Transparency and symmetry play a much
greater role than is often assumed in ChinaRussia-U.S. cyber relations. On transparency,
while lacking the concreteness of nuclear
platforms, countries are engaged in activities
that demonstrate their cyber capabilities for
deterrent or other effect. Whether measured
by cost, scale, complexity, or forensic
signatures, attribution in cyberspace is
growing. To deter an adversary, one must also
be able to demonstrate prowess. As just one
example, alleged North Korean cyber theft of
data and plans for U.S. and South Korean
military operations complicates the latter’s
use of force in cyberspace and kinetic
options.1 In this case, even incomplete
attribution serves North Korean national

2
Mitchell, Andrea and Dilanian, Ken, ‘Experts: North Korea
Targeted U.S. Electric Power Companies’, NBC News, 10 Oct. 2017,
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/north-korea/experts-north-koreatargeted-u-s-electric-power-companies-n808996.
3
Whether through access to such tools, techniques, and services
through ToR or via such mass exfiltrations as with the Shadow
Brokers’ cyber operations against the U.S. National Security Agency,
the idea that any one country has an unassailable monopoly on these
capabilities is not tenable. Leonhard, Woody, ‘More Shadow Brokers
fallout: DoublePulsar zero-day infects scores of
Windows PCs’, Computerworld, 24 Apr. 2017,
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3191897/microsoftwindows/more…rs-fallout-doublepulsar-zero-day-infects-scores-ofwindows-pcs.html.
4
Ma Jianguang and Zhang Ming are both affiliated with China’s
National University of Defense Science and Technology. 马建光
(Ma Jianguang) and 张明 (Zhang Ming), ‘从俄罗斯军事学说新特
点看其军事战略新趋势——解读新版“俄罗斯联邦军事学说”’
(Looking at New Trends of Military Strategy from the Perspective of
New Features within Russia’s Military Doctrine - An Interpretation
of the New Edition of the ‘Russian Federation’s Military Theory’),
战略纵横 (Strategic Aspect), Vol. 1, No. 2, May 2010, pp. 25-31.
5
Cho, Joo-Hee, ‘North Korea’s Hacking Abilities “Beyond
Imagination”, Defector Says’, ABC News, 11 Oct. 2017,
http://abcnews.go.com/International/north-koreas-hacking-abilitiesimagination-defector/story?id=50408945.

1
Choe, Sang-Hun, ‘North Korean Hackers Stole U.S.-South Korean
Military Plans, Lawmaker Says’, The New York Times, 10 Oct. 2017,
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/10/world/asia/north-korea-hackwar-plans.html.
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structure mirrors this approach with its own
much-touted national firewall, emphasis on
cyber sovereignty under the Cyberspace
Administration of China, as well as alleged
APT30 operations in Southeast Asia to
monitor and to potentially influence local
government, industry, and media.9

These challenges to traditional concepts of
transparency and symmetry in deterrence
merit attention for their impact on ChinaRussia-U.S. relations. Chinese interlocutors
have for decades cited their asymmetrical
weakness and resultant inability to be
transparent as justifications for why Beijing
has been unwilling to engage in track-one
level nuclear talks with Moscow and
Washington. While this argument may have
grounds in the nuclear sphere, it is less
convincing in cyberspace. Whether
intentional or not, the level of China’s
transparency has grown with the volume and
signatures of cyber incidents emanating from
its territory. Moreover, China’s rapid and
comprehensive acquisition of cyber
capabilities makes it harder to argue that it
remains at a categorical disadvantage vis-àvis Russia and the United States.

When it comes to the United States, Chinese
analysts apply the term ‘cyber deterrence’ to
characterize advances that underpin U.S.
nuclear modernization and third offset
strategy.10 Cyber operations are seen as
vehicles for bolstering U.S. conventional and
nuclear platforms and in undermining the
systems of other countries.11 To counter this

(Looking at New Trends of Military Strategy from the Perspective of
New Features within Russia’s Military Doctrine - An Interpretation
of the New Edition of the ‘Russian Federation’s Military Theory’),
战略纵横 (Strategic Aspect), Vol. 1, No. 2, May 2010, pp. 25-31;
Ban Jie is affiliated with East China Normal University and Lu
Chuanying is affiliated with the Shanghai Institutes for International
Studies. 班婕 (Ban Jie) and 鲁传颖 (Lu Chuanying), ‘从《联邦政府
信息安全学说》看俄罗斯网络空间战略的调整’ (Study on the
Adjustments of Russian Cyberspace Strategies From the Perspective
of ‘The Theories of Information Security in Russian Federation’),
FEB 2017 信息安全与通信保密 (FEB 2017 Information Security
and Communication Confidentiality), 政策评论 (Policy Review), pp.
81-88; Liu Zaiqi is the Director of the Russian Department in
Wuhan’s Institute of Foreign Languages. 刘再起 (Liu Zaiqi), ‘俄罗
斯大力加强军队信息化建设’ (Russia is strengthen military
information construction '), 东欧中亚研究 (East European and
Central Asian Studies), No. 3, 2001, pp. 69-72.
9
中华人民共和国国家互联网信息办公室 (Cyberspace
Administration of China), http://www.cac.gov.cn; ‘APT30 and the
Mechanics of a Long-Running Cyber Espionage Operation: How a
Cyber Threat Group Exploited Governments and Commercial
Entities across Southeast Asia and India for over a Decade’, FireEye,
April 2015, https://www2.fireeye.com/rs/fireye/images/rpt-apt30.pdf;
“Little Grey Men: China and the Ukraine Crisis,” Survival - Global
Politics and Strategy, Vol. 58, No. 6, Dec. 2016,
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00396338.2016.125720
1?needAccess=true&journalCode=tsur20.
10
Ma Jianguang is affiliated with China’s National University of
Defense Science and Technology. Li Dagang is affiliated with the
Military Logistics and Military Science and Technology Equipment
Teaching and Research Department of China’s National Defense
University. 马建光 (Ma Jianguang) and 张乃千 (Zhang Naqian), ‘美
俄网络对峙，俄罗斯准备好了吗?’ (U.S.-Russia Cyber
Confrontation, Is Russia Ready?), 科技日报 (Science and
Technology Daily), 31 Aug. 2016, p. 6; 李大光 (Li Daguang), ‘“第
三次抵消战略”保持美军优势的关键技术’ (‘The Third Offset’
Maintaining U.S. Military Advantage in Key Technologies), 国际观
察 (International Observer), pp. 77-79.
11
马建光 (Ma Jianguang) and 张乃千 (Zhang Naqian), ‘美俄网络对
峙，俄罗斯准备好了吗?’ (U.S.-Russia Cyber Confrontation, Is
Russia Ready?), 科技日报 (Science and Technology Daily), 31 Aug.
2016, p. 6; 李大光 (Li Daguang), ‘“第三次抵消战略”保持美军优
势的关键技术”’ (‘The Third Offset’ Maintaining U.S. Military

Beyond transparency and symmetry, Beijing’s
conceptual gap with Moscow and Washington
on cyberspace is also eroding. A survey of
400 Chinese-language writings finds that 56
percent of those surveyed utilize the Russian
construct of ‘information deterrence’ (信息威
慑) and the U.S.-centric term ‘cyber
deterrence’ (网络威慑).6 Chinese experts
apply ‘information deterrence’ to the Ukraine
conflict, as well as to employment of Russian
electronic disruption and information
warfare.7 Their coverage of Russian activities
posits a holistic approach towards cyberspace
that seeks to leverage and to control
information flows.8 Further, China’s domestic
6
Bazylev, S.I., et. al., The State and Prospects of Russian Military
Cooperation on International Information Security (Moscow:
Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, 2014); U.S.
Department of Defense, ‘The DoD Cyber Strategy’, Apr. 2015, pp.
1-33, https://www.defense.gov/Portals/1/features/2015/0415_cyberstrategy/Final_2015_DoD_CYBER_STRATEGY_for_web.pdf.
7
Ling Shengyin and Chen Wang are affiliated with the Army
Political Department of the Nanjing Army Command College. 凌胜
银 (Ling Shengyin) and 陈旺 (Chen Wang), ‘俄罗斯国防建设浅析’
(An Analysis of Russian Defense Construction), 西伯利亚研究
(Siberian Studies), Vol. 40, No. 1, Feb. 2013, pp. 23-26.
8
Based on ‘Cyber Security and Arms Control’ roundtable held at
Fudan University in September 2016, overview available at
https://www.sipri.org/news/2016/sipri-yearbook-launch-china; 马建
光 (Ma Jianguang) and 张明 (Zhang Ming), ‘从俄罗斯军事学说新
特点看其军事战略新趋势—解读新版“俄罗斯联邦军事学说”’
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Washington and Moscow are also growing in
similarity. Alleged Russian reconnaissance
aimed at future cyber-attacks against critical
infrastructure, and already thought to have
been employed in Ukraine and Georgia,
indicates the difficulty of drawing a sharp line
between information and kinetic cyber
operations.15 Further, the mass exfiltration of
data from U.S. government and other
facilities has also led to a redefinition in
Washington of information theft and
manipulation as attacks on critical
infrastructure. As Russia and the United
States are pulled toward the center in defining
the nuances of information versus cyber
operations and deterrence in cyberspace, they
are likely to meet in the middle with China.16

threat, a range of Chinese publications discuss
the importance of hardening datalinks, while
undermining systems connected to U.S.
hypersonic glide, missile defense, and other
platforms.12 Thus, while official documents
on cyberspace still lean towards the
framework found in the codes of conduct
submitted to the United Nations General
Assembly in 2011 and 2015,13 Chinese
academic, technical, and military
communities place Beijing at various points
along a spectrum between Moscow-centric
‘information deterrence’ and Washingtoncentric ‘cyber deterrence’.14
Despite the seeming chasm between Russian
and U.S. views on cyberspace, China is not
alone in shifting its position along this arc.

Defensive, Detection, and Punishment
Deterrence
When it comes to deterrence in cyberspace,
one of the most commonly applied theoretical
constructs is ‘deterrence by denial’ that
assumes ‘the capability to deny the other
party any gains from the move which is to be

Advantage in Key Technologies), 国际观察 (International
Observer), pp. 77-79.
12
See Saalman, Lora, ‘Prompt Global Strike: China and the Spear’,
Independent Faculty Article, Asia-Pacific Center for Security
Studies, April 2014, http://www.apcss.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/04/APCSS_Saalman_PGS_China_Apr2014.pd
f.
13
‘Letter dated 9 January 2015 from the Permanent Representatives
of China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Russian Federation,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General’, United Nations General Assembly, 13 Jan. 2015,
A/69/723, https://ccdcoe.org/sites/default/files/documents/UN150113-CodeOfConduct.pdf; ‘Letter dated 12 September 2011 from
the Permanent Representatives of China, the Russian Federation,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General’, United Nations General Assembly, A/66/359, 14
September 2011,
https://ccdcoe.org/sites/default/files/documents/UN-110912CodeOfConduct_0.pdf; For more information on Chinese and
Russian convergence on information warfare, please see Lora
Saalman, “Little Grey Men: China and the Ukraine Crisis,” Survival
- Global Politics and Strategy, Vol. 58, No. 6, Dec. 2016,
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00396338.2016.125720
1?needAccess=true&journalCode=tsur20.
14
Academic, industrial, military, and even government analyses
suggest that Chinese views may be impacted by the proliferation of
China-U.S. cyber dialogues at the track 1, track 1.5 and track 2
levels. U.S. Department of Homeland Security, ‘First U.S.-China
Law Enforcement and Cybersecurity Dialogue’, 6 Oct. 2017,
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2017/10/06/first-us-china-lawenforcement-and-cybersecurity-dialogue; U.S. Department of Justice,
‘First U.S.-China High-Level Joint Dialogue on Cybercrime and
Related Issues Summary of Outcomes’, 2 Dec. 2015,
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/first-us-china-high-level-jointdialogue-cybercrime-and-related-issues-summary-outcomes-0;
Center for Strategic and International Studies, ‘Track 1.5 U.S.-China
Cyber Security Dialogue’, accessed on 13 Oct. 2017,
https://www.csis.org/programs/technology-policy-program/cyberdiplomacy-and-deterrence/track-15-dialogues/track-15-us-0; 孟光
(Meng Guang), ‘新安全环境下俄罗斯装备发展重点及保障措施’
(New Development of Russian Equipment under the New Security
Environment and Safeguard Measures), 军事文摘 (Military
Abstract) Aug. 2016, pp. 39-42.

15
Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center, ‘Analysis of
the Cyber Attack on the Ukrainian Power Grid – Defense Use Case’,
SANS Institute Industrial Control Systems, 18 Mar. 2016, pp. 1–23,
https://ics.sans.org/media/E-ISAC_SANS_Ukraine_DUC_5.pdf;
Connell, Michael and Vogler, Sarah, ‘Russia’s Approach to Cyber
Warfare’, The CNA Corporation, March 2017,
https://www.cna.org/CNA_files/PDF/DOP-2016-U-0142311Rev.pdf;
宋振荣 (Song Zhenrong), ‘俄新军事学说首提“非核遏制”的原因及
做法’ (Reasons and Practice of ‘Non-Nuclear Containment’ in
Russia’s New Military Theory), 地缘与安全 (Geopolitics and
Security), Conmlit, Date Unavailable; 凌胜银 (Ling Shengyin) and
陈旺 (Chen Wang), ‘俄罗斯国防建设浅析’ (An Analysis of Russian
Defense Construction), 西伯利亚研究 (Siberian Studies), Vol. 40,
No. 1, Feb. 2013, pp. 23-26; Ma Jianguang and Sun Qianjie are
affiliated with the National University of Defense Technology. 马建
光 (Ma Jianguang) and 孙迁杰 (Sun Qianjie), ‘俄罗斯国家安全战
略的变化及影响 - 基于新旧两版《俄联邦国家安全战略》的对比
’ (Changes in and Impact of Russia’s National Security Strategy Comparison of the New and Old Editions of the ‘Russian
Federation's National Security Strategy’), 现代国际关系 (Modern
International Relations), No. 3, pp. 15-22.
16
Thus, while all three countries may still differ on what constitutes a
cyber weapon and whether it could be deemed to be a weapon of
mass destruction, there is relative consensus that it can be used as a
weapon of mass disruption. Much of this relates to the nature of the
target. Accordingly, the United Nations Governmental Group of
Experts (UNGGE) has largely centered its growing consensus on
identifying the legality of what is being attacked. Conditions on the
ground have also ushered this shift, as with the recent two cases of
cyber attacks on the operation of Ukrainian power facilities with
BlackEnergy 3 and KillDisk.
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deterred’.17 This has, in more recent years
been accompanied by ‘dissuasion by denial’,
which posits deterring an action by having the
‘adversary see a credible capability to prevent
him from achieving potential gains adequate
to motivate the action’.18 China, Russia and
the United States are still largely short of the
pre-conditions for achieving these in
cyberspace, in large part due to their lack of
basic cyber hygiene that would otherwise
dissuade or even deny access.19

by punishment’ (惩罚威慑). This is akin to
the U.S. Department of Defense definition of
‘deterrence by cost imposition’20 and
manifests itself in the three following ways in
the context of China, Russia, and the United
States:
(1) For the United States, ‘deterrence by
punishment’ is conducted through
sanctions. Examples include the U.S.
imposition of sanctions against five
members of China’s People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) for their alleged industrial
cyber espionage leveraged against U.S.
companies in 2015 and against the
Russian government for alleged targeting
of the U.S. election in 2016. While reliant
on detection, this form of deterrence is
more focused on the back end of the
equation, namely retaliation for engaging
in hacking activities. As punishment,
political and economic costs to one’s
adversary are meant to deter such
activities from occurring in the future.

Of the two, dissuasion may offer the most
promise in slowing, discouraging, and, in the
event of failure, detecting activities. In the
interim, however, deterrence in cyberspace
seems to be occurring largely in the form of
what some Chinese analysts call ‘deterrence
17

Snyder, Glenn H., ‘Deterrence and Power’, Journal of Conflict
Resolution, Vol. 4, No. 2, 1960, pp. 163-178; Bendiek, Annegret and
Metzger, Tobias, ‘Deterrence Theory in the Cyber-Century Lessons
from a State-of-the-Art Literature Review, Working Paper, Research
Division EU/Europe Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik German
Institute for International and Security Affairs, 2 May 2015,
https://www.swpberlin.org/fileadmin/contents/products/arbeitspapiere/BendiekMetzger_WP-Cyberdeterrence.pdf.
18
Davis, Paul K., ‘Toward Theory for Dissuasion (or Deterrence) by
Denial: Using Simple Cognitive Models of the Adversary to Inform
Strategy’, Working Paper, RAND, Jan. 2014,
https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/working_papers/WR10
00/WR1027/RAND_WR1027.pdf.
19
Forensic reports on a range of similar cyber intrusions and attacks
within the information and kinetic spheres indicate that most
facilities commit the same errors in terms of basic hygiene. While it
may be challenging to thwart highly tailored and expensive
campaigns as with the use of Stuxnet against centrifuges in the
Iranian Natanz nuclear facility, alleged employment of a worm to
disrupt India’s INSAT-4B satellite and the Korea Hydro and Nuclear
Power facilities, as well as the growing appearance of a new strain of
wiper called Hidden Cobra to target financial, media, and aerospace
critical infrastructure suggest that both the basics of cyber security
and resiliency are still lagging behind. Until realized, at the strategic
level, it is difficult to argue for effective “deterrence by denial” to
counter cyber intrusion and attack. At the tactical level, the list of
basic hygiene practices that could be applied is lengthy, but often
lacking at the facilities that have been compromised. It includes such
foundations as 1) improved mapping and monitoring of logs and
baseline activities, 2) restriction of remote data storage and access, 3)
vetting and accountability for contractors and vendors, 4) disabling
of U.S.B ports in the industrial environment and enabling of
analogue back-up systems, 5) monitoring and controls for jump
boxes between corporate and industrial systems, 6) encryption of
data at rest and in transit, 7) expanded training and pen-testing of
end-users to mitigate the impact of social engineering, 8) greater
segmentation and limitation of privileged access to limit damage
when particular end users are compromised, 9) restrictions on BYOD
within the industrial and corporate environment, 10) updated plans
for containing and recovering from incidents, and perhaps most
importantly 11) whitelisting could be applied more widely at
facilities that have relatively few operations to perform.

(2) For China, ‘deterrence by punishment’ is
conducted through exfiltration. Examples
include the alleged actions of Chinese
entities in accessing SF-86 clearance
forms stored by the U.S. Office of
Personnel Management (OPM), revealing
personal information on 25 million U.S.
federal employees in 2015. During this
incident, China’s domestic hackers
demonstrated that their capabilities had
surpassed U.S. estimates. The punishment
in this scenario derives from the fact that
the data on employment history, financial
20
U.S. Department of Defense, ‘The DoD Cyber Strategy’, Apr.
2015, 1-33,
https://www.defense.gov/Portals/1/features/2015/0415_cyberstrategy/Final_2015_DoD_CYBER_STRATEGY_for_web.pdf; 岳
松堂 (Yue Songtang), ‘美国第三次“抵消战略” 全面解析’
(Analysis of the ‘Third Offset Strategy of the United States’), 战略和
概念 (Strategy and Concept), pp. 91-96; Fang Xiaozhi is an
Associate Professor in the Institute of International Relations of the
People’s Liberation Army. 方晓志 (Fang Xiaozhi), ‘美对俄中实施“
第三次抵消战略”, 虚实几何’ (U.S. Implementation of the “Third
Offset Strategy” vis-à-vis Russia and China, False Geometry), 世界
态势 (World Perspective), pp. 37-39.
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apart from the Chinese example of industrial
espionage allegedly leveraged against U.S.
military contractors, they are not necessarily
directly countering one another. Moreover,
they do not directly impact one another’s
nuclear capabilities. Nonetheless, espionage
in the nuclear sphere to locate weaknesses and
areas of exploit are widely thought to be
ongoing. The open source information on
such activities is scant, but reports and
workshops held jointly by such groups as
Chatham House and Stanley Foundation
indicate the scope of concern and potential
vulnerabilities.

background, regional contacts, as well as
family and friends could be used to deter
one’s adversary from political or other
courses of action via the coercion or
blackmail.
(3) For Russia, ‘deterrence by punishment’ is
conducted through interference. Examples
include alleged Russian cyber tampering
in the U.S. elections during 2016 that has
laid bare and exacerbated fissures in
democratic institutions and social
cohesion within the United States. As in
the case of China, Russian influence again
transcended U.S. expectations. Only, in
this case, the spectrum was much broader
than simply federal employees. This bears
similarities to Russian accusations against
Washington for its alleged interference in
Ukraine’s political system. The
punishment in this scenario is tied to the
impacted state deadlocking itself from
within, making effective and coherent
retaliation difficult.

This is even more so the case as remote data
storage, inspection devices, monitoring
systems, and other equipment utilized in
nuclear facilities are updated and converted
into a digital format. Recognizing the
enhanced reliance of nuclear facilities on
digitization and remote data storage,
including for delivery and guidance systems,
Chinese, Russian, and U.S. sources are
understandably focused on a similar set of
capabilities in cyberspace. This confluence
suggests that ‘deterrence by punishment’ will
increasingly transition from information to
kinetic cases.

These three frames suggest that Chinese,
Russian, and U.S. deterrence operations are
primarily operating in the information
security sphere. Still, there are also examples
of kinetic damage or the threat of such
destruction wrought through cyberspace. For
the United States, its alleged targeting of
Iran’s Natanz nuclear facilities caused
physical damage and disruption to the
operation of its centrifuges and nuclear
program. For China, its alleged targeting of
Lockheed Martin and Boeing data is widely
thought to have enhanced its fighter jets and
other weapon systems used in its own military
hardware and in sales to conflict-prone
regions. For Russia, its alleged targeting of
Ukraine’s energy facilities resulted in a
wiping of critical operational data and
damage to the functionality of the nation’s
power grid.

As just one example, Chinese analyses of how
to deter in cyberspace have already begun to
cross the bounds of defensive into offensive
operations, including: (1) strengthening
encryption of sensitive data in transit,
particularly through quantum communications,
(2) implementation of more red team military
exercises, (3) reduced reliance on external
software and hardware supply chains, (4)
expansion of the number of smart weapon
platforms, (5) implementation of
electromagnetic capabilities and systems, (6)
strengthening of joint operations and
command and control in the face of cyberattack, (7) enhancement of information
management accuracy, and (8) restricting,
weakening, severing, destroying, and
inflicting chaos on an opponents’ systems.

While these cases have had an indirect impact
on the relations among the three countries,

6

Such priorities can also be found in Russia
and the United States.

or retaliation. And it requires a degree of
transparency to do so.

Considering these trends, asymmetry among
these countries in cyberspace is diminishing.
Their ability to conduct defensive and
offensive cyber operations are converging, as
are the threats that they face. There is no
question that the role of individuals and
groups that are often labelled as patriotic
hackers may disrupt these state-to-state
relations through their own activities.
However, the impact of these cases may not
be as lasting as in the nuclear realm. One
example comes from the U.S. targeting of five
PLA members with sanctions and the political
disruption following the cyber intrusion and
mass data exfiltration from OPM. Unlike the
1998 release of the Cox report following the
alleged Chinese theft of U.S. nuclear warhead
designs, these incidents in cyberspace did not
permanently derail talks between China and
the United States.

Beyond often-overlooked transparency in
cyberspace, another set of trends compelling
China, Russia, and the United States to
engage on cyberspace challenges stems from
the fact that the capabilities that they pursue
and the threats that they face are increasingly
similar. The cases discussed above show that
each party has served as both an attacker and
victim in cyberspace, thereby diminishing the
Chinese argument that any one country can
maintain cyber superiority above all others. If
anything, the more dependent upon
cyberspace that these countries become, the
more that they are opening themselves up to
disruption and attack. While seemingly
destabilizing, this mutual vulnerability also
opens channels for discussing strategic
stability.
Strategic Stability and Mutual Vulnerability
As we shift towards confronting more kinetic
cyber operations, deterrence frameworks
remain largely rooted in the information
domain. This transition provides an
opportunity to revisit strategic stability in
cyberspace. Unlike the nuclear sphere, where
it remains a debated precept, mutual
vulnerability in cyberspace is self-evident.
While there remains no open source
information that the three countries have
actively used cyber means to target one
another’s nuclear arsenal, this form of
reconnaissance is more than likely. As such, it
is incumbent upon those researching this field
not to narrow their definitions of what
constitutes a nuclear weapons system, since
there are many digital information and
operation platforms that support nuclear
deployment and are vulnerable to cyber
intrusion and attack.

On the contrary, these cyber incidents could
be said to have provided greater impetus for
China-U.S. dialogue at an even higher level.
In fact, their relations in cyberspace have
proven to be more resilient than those of
Russia and the United States. This was
reflected in the U.S. response to the OPM
hack that only condemned individual hackers
within China, contrasted with U.S. official
reaction to alleged election tampering that
sanctioned the Russian government. While
faring better than Russia, China’s takeaway
from these incidents is that a country must
first possess such capabilities for the United
States to acknowledge its position and status.
Mounting a sufficient threat towards
Washington is what garners respect, bringing
it to the table. As in the case mentioned above
on North Korea, this contradicts long-held
beliefs that cyberspace is entirely opaque or
lacks attribution. To realize deterrence in
cyberspace, a country must be able to
demonstrate its ability to carry out an attack

Efforts have begun, particularly in the United
States, to explore these trends. Yet, within
China, analysts within the cyberspace and
nuclear research fields remain largely isolated
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about drawing road maps to their cyber
vulnerabilities, particularly within their
nuclear arsenals and relevant platforms. Yet
there remains room for greater research into
how expanded transparency and diminished
asymmetry are shaping mutual vulnerability
and strategic stability in cyberspace. To better
understand these trends, areas of further
research include the following:

from one another. While each community is
researching strategic stability, Chinese cyber
experts and nuclear experts have embarked
upon these studies separately, with a limited
grasp of each other’s challenges and
findings.21 Russian analysts also note that
domestic military doctrine and debate largely
excludes discussion of cyber deterrence or
cyber weapons as part of its conventional
arsenal.22 Thus, while a great deal of time and
energy is devoted in both China and Russia to
researching and potentially imitating the U.S.
‘third offset strategy’ (第三次抵消战略) and
‘cross-domain synergy’ (跨领域集成), stovepiping is occurring not only among these
countries, but also within them.23

(1) Terminology: Chinese writings on
cyberspace indicate that deterrence (威慑),
containment (遏制), and coercion (威逼)
are often used interchangeably. As in the
nuclear realm, these terms merit greater
analysis for the contexts in which they are
applied. On Russia and the United States,
while efforts have been made to create
bilateral cyber glossaries, their differences
in both terminology and operations
contribute to misunderstandings and
escalation. Thus, in addition to a
multilateral glossary that incorporates the
varied definitions of the various countries
engaged in cyber operations, the field
would benefit from an anonymized and
generic review of cyber incidents that
have already occurred. This would offer
an analytical foundation with greater
granularity than in the Tallinn Manual and
with greater inclusivity than found among
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
countries.

Overall, these trends act as an impediment to
enhancing our understanding of how
information deterrence and cyber deterrence
are defined and operate. China, Russia, and
the United States are understandably cautious
21

Based on author’s panel of Chinese and Russian arms control
experts at the following event: ‘美国的挑战：中国与俄罗斯对威慑
的认识转变’ (The U.S. Challenge: China’s and Russia’s Changing
Views on Deterrence), 2017 年第十届政治学与国际关系学术共同
体年会 (2017 Tenth Annual Politics and International Relations
Community Conference), Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, 27
Jun. 2017; Based on meeting ‘中俄美的网络威慑关系’ (Cyber
Deterrence Relations Among China, Russia, and the United States),
Institute of Information Services, Shanghai Academy of Social
Sciences, Shanghai, China, 29 Jun. 2017 and ‘SIPRI 2016/2015 年鉴
发布会’ (SIPRI 2016/2015 Yearbook Launch), ‘中美网络空间互动’
(China-U.S. Interactions in Cyberspace), ‘军备控制的新趋势’ (New
Trends in Arms Control), Institute of American Studies of the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, China Institutes of
Contemporary International Relations, Shanghai Normal University,
Shanghai Institute of Science and Technology, International Energy
Research Center of Jiaotong University, Shanghai Institutes for
International Studies, Institute of Information Services of the
Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences, Institute of China Studies of
the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences, Pudong Academy of
Reform and Development, Center for China’s Relations with
Neighboring Countries of Fudan University, American Studies
Center of Fudan University, and Zhejiang University, Beijing,
Shanghai and Hangzhou, China, Oct.-Nov. 2016,
https://www.sipri.org/news/2016/sipri-yearbook-launch-china.
22
Based on author’s panel of Chinese and Russian arms control
experts at the following event: ‘美国的挑战：中国与俄罗斯对威慑
的认识转变’ (The U.S. Challenge: China’s and Russia’s Changing
Views on Deterrence), 2017 年第十届政治学与国际关系学术共同
体年会 (2017 Tenth Annual Politics and International Relations
Community Conference), Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, 27
Jun. 2017.
23
张茗 (Zhang Ming), ‘“全球公地”安全治理与中国的选择’
(‘Global Public Space’ Security Governance and China’s Choices),
现代国际关系 (Modern International Relations), No. 5, 2012, pp.
22-28.

(2) Technology: Reviews of forensic reports
indicate how there is still a wide gap in
how each country’s technical community
measures the sophistication of tactics and
nature of a cyber intrusion versus an
attack. While even state-initiated cyberattacks may utilize lower grade tools, such
as commonly available Poison Ivy
malware, there are other methods and
signatures that merit a more streamlined
technical analysis. This was evident in the
U.S. national intelligence assessment of
2016 election-related cyber incidents that
jumbled the names of hacking groups,
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may be less of a long-term constraint in
cyberspace. Thus, while strategic stability
may look different in the cyber domain,
its unique composition could offer a more
solid foundation for future exchanges.
Setting up the basic groundwork of
Chinese, Russian, and U.S. terminology,
technology, and targeting represents an
essential first step for better understanding
how cyber deterrence may operate in the
future.

malware, and signatures. Yet, it also
appears across any number of forensic
reports that research the methodology
behind cyber intrusions and attacks, using
different metrics and labels in doing so.
Just as multiple independently targetable
vehicles, hypersonic glide, enhanced
range, cruise missile, and other
capabilities provide measure of a
country’s advances in the nuclear sphere,
the complexity of and overlap among
cyber-attacks and actors could be better
synthesized by providing analysis that
synthesizes this scattered technological
discussion.

Dr. Lora Saalman is Director of and a
Senior Researcher in the China and
Global Security Programme at the
Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI).

(3) Targeting: Enhanced understanding of
how targets are evaluated in cyberspace is
also crucial. As opposed to nuclear
deterrence in which counter-force and
counter-value targets are used to
differentiate how a country engages in
nuclear first-strike or retaliation, in
cyberspace the distinction between
civilian and military targets, as well as
regular facilities and critical infrastructure
remains murky. While it may be
premature to anticipate a concrete
delineation of how these different realms
are targeted, at a basic level, determining
how each of these countries delineate
critical infrastructure in cyberspace is
crucial for understanding how to define
deterrence in cyberspace. Focusing on the
target provides a better sense of the aims,
intent, and even the source of a cyberintrusion or cyber-attack.
In sum, while incidents occurring in the
nuclear domain indicate the inherent
difficulty of China, Russia, and the United
States engaging in meaningful official
exchange on mutual vulnerability and
strategic stability, cyberspace offers
underappreciated levels of transparency
and symmetry. As a result, many of the
rigidities that have hindered nuclear
exchange among these three countries
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